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Throughout this paper, v^ e denote by 0 ^  the symmetric group of degree m, K  3. 
finite simpUcial complex and p a fixed prime integer. The group 0 ^  operates in a 
natural way on the m-fold cartesian product I ^ ( K ) = = K X K X - - X K .  The orbit space 
B ^ ( K )  over ^m(K)  relative to 0;^ is called the m-fold symmetric product. We 
study in the present paper the cohomology mod p of the symmetric product 0^(5^*) 
of an ;?-sphere S” . However the method we use will be applicable for calculation of 
cohomology of the symmetric product of more general complexes.
Let St  ^ denote the iterated Steenrod reduced powers, and a generator of
^^\0w (‘5^); Zp)  ^ Z p .  Then our main theorem is stated as follows*^  ^: If q<^n and 
ph^fYic^ph^^^ the vector space if^'^^(0^(S^) \Zp) has a base formed by elements St^ z^ o, 
where I  runs over the set of all admissible and special elements with degree q and 
length ^ h .  (See §3 for the precise definitions.)
The method we use is as follows.
Let Boo(K)  denote the infinite symmetric product of K. It follows from a result
in my paper [7 ] that the injection homomorphism ; H^(Boo(K)  ; Zp) ---->H^( B ^ ( K )  ;
Zp)  is an epimorphism. As was proved by Dold-Thom [4 ], B J J ^ ) is a product of 
the Eilenberg-MacLane complexes. Therefore we can describe a set of generators for 
H^(Byn(K)  ; Zp)  in virtue of the Cartan’s computation [2 ]. In order to examine if 
these generators are linearly independent, we choose a particular />-Sylow subgroup 
%ni of 0 ^ ,  and consider the orbit space %m(K)  over ^ ^ ( K )  relative to The
natural projection defines a homomorphism \ ( B ^ ( K )  \ Zp ) ->  H^(%rn(K) \ Zp).  
We prove it by using of the transfer homomorphism that p* is a monomorphism. Let
-------Van ( ^ ^ a i < ( p )  be thei?-adic expansion of m, and denote by Sp ( K )
the ^-fold cyclic product of K  (i.e. the orbit space over ^p (K )  relative to the subgroup 
S p a B p  of cyclic permutations). Thei we have that (3m(K)  is homeomorphic with 
the space X x • • • x ^«;^(iT), where (i^") denotes the iterated
cyclic product SpSp "  ' Sp ( K )  (r-times) of K  As for the cohomology structure of 
Sp (K ) ,  I have studied in the paper [6 ]. By making use of some results there, we 
analyse the cohomology structure mod p of S l (K ) ,  and we determine the dependence 
of the generators.
0) (Added April 14, 1958) I have recently succeeded in determination of the cohomology ring
H^(%m(S^ ); Z^).
I. The orbit space ®pr(K)
In this and next sections, we study the orbit space over the m-fold cartesian 
product of K  relative to a ^-Sylow subgroup of The special case is
dealt in this section, and the general case in next section.
Let q be an integer ^O . Denote by Qq a set consisting of all sequences (/i, 2*2, 
where each i j  is an integer mod p. Qq has p^ elements. We shall associate 
to an element (/1, /2, • * iq)  ^^q an integer /2, , q^ defined as follows :
hy  ••• > iq ^  "I----------- +  1 .
This gives clearly a one-to-one correspondence of Q q  onto the set {I ,  2, • • * ,
We shall regard as the group of all transformations of m letters I, 2, • • •, w. 
For each ^ ( 0 ^ ^ < r )  and each ( k i ,  k z ,  , k q )   ^Q q ,  we define an element 
T l, ,k 2 , - - ,kq^^ P^  by
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(L I) , k q  ( ^ i i ,  • • •  ,  i y )
=  ^ / 1 ,  • • • ,  i q  , iq-\.\+^  ,  i q j ^2 > '  * ’ j  * J ^ * (7) “  > * * ’  j  k q )  ,




L e m m a  I .
^  ^  ^  , •••,  j  m ) A= ^m ),
— T^ki, • • • , , ^m+2 7 I kq '^ h  y y jjn
i f  m<Cq and • • •, j ^ )  =  C i^, • • ^m) .
Proof. The following can be easily proved from the definition (I. I ) .  
Case I :  and ( i i ,  • • •, i^ )  4  ^C^ i, * * s
=  ^ I l  , • • • , , • • • , Jrn^^h y yir^
■ ^ il, ■ • /^-j-i+l y " ’ ■) ir  i f  > ’ * ’ J C ji > * * ' y j m ) >
• *^*1J * *' ? 1+1 y y iy i f  C^ 'l J ’ ’ * > ^ 'm )4C yi > * * ’ > Jm ) and C^ *1 J * * * > iq )  =  ( ^ i , * * *, ^^ )^,
. if C^'i J * ‘ ' J ^*m)4Cji, * * *J j m) ahd C^ *i, *' *j iq)A^(ki, * * *? ^^)*
Case I I :  and Cji, • * Jm) =  C^ i,
^ ^ 1 J • • • J ^ m + r ’’ l  > * ■ * J k q P j ' i j  • • • , , • • • ,
^«’i, •••? m^+1+1, V^+1+1, •••, V if C^*l, * • *, iq) =  \ki, '
^ i i ,  •••, e^;i4-i, V  if c^ ‘i ,  • • i q ) A = ^ ( . k i ,  • • •, k q )  and (/i, '
" if C^ *i, ’ * * J *^m) 4  C^i, * * *, ^m)
* *, *^m) =  C^l, • ' km) , 
Q. E. D.
Let ... ,kqd^P'^  denote a cyclic subgroup generated by Tl^ k^q- The 
order of , k q  is p. Since
a 3) T J , T I , TJ^, . . . ,y,  if
we may define pq+idBpr  (0^ ^ < r )  by
Pqjrl —  H  Tcl . . . .  kq I
C^ l, •••, kqZ^Qq
the product of k q ^  as subgroups of is the direct product of ' “ , k q ^ ,
and its order is the p^~th power of p,
Next, for ^ =  1, 2, • • •, r, define
p Ip I p I ,
the product of pj,’s as subgroups of Bpr, Since Lemma I  yields that pmpl=plpm 
it follows that <  is a subgroup of Bpr . Furthermore Lemma I shows
that Pl is an invariant subgroup of We have
a  4)
Actually, al is a split extension of pi by where operates non-trivially on pj.
From (I. 4), we obtain by induction on q that the order of al is the {p^~^+p^'~‘^ -]------1-1)-
th power of p.
We write %pr =  al. The order of %pr is the +  * •--M )-th power of p.
Since this is the highest order of p in p  ^\y the group ®pr is a j^j-Sylow subgroup of
We note here the following
Lemma 2. I f  0 ^ g < r - l  and then
^ I l ,  • • • ,  k q ( A i ^ ^  . . . ^  A j ^   ^  ^ i r - 1 ,  i r '
This is clear from the definition (1.1).
Let ^pr(K)  be the ^"'-fold cartesian product of K. A  point x of dipr(K) is given 
as a function x defined for each Ai^  ^ and takes values in K. The symmetric 
group Bpr operates on '^pr(K) in a natural manner:
(ax) (Ai^^ ..., =  x(a(Ai^^ ..., ,- )^) , a e B p r .
Define a map / : dcpr^K)---->^pr- i (^p(K) ' )  by
( fx){Ai^^ ..., x(A,^  ^ ..., o)'Xx(Ai^^ - - , i r - i ,  ..., ^„i) G ^^p{K) .
It is obvious that /  is an onto-homeomorphism.
Lemma 3. I f  I, then
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I )  Such a subgroup for p ~ 2  is studied in [IJ  by J. Adem.
Proof, x ^ ^ p r ( K )  and put •••, Then we
have
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~  ( ^ ? 1 , ••• , ••• , <V-1 , o) X X , ■■■ UqX^  ( - 4 , ,  i f - l ,  i>-i)
=  (cf. Lemma 2)
=  ( / . ) ( ^ , - , , . . . , , V _ , )
= (T r r \ . . .  . , A ) ( A , q . e . d .
Denote by 'Sp(K) the /i-fold cyclic product of K.  Let S p C ^ p be the subgroup 
of cyclic permutations. Then, by definition, S p ( K )  is the orbit space 0 ( ^ p ( K ) ,  3 p)
over dip(K) relative to Write I: ^ p ( K ) ---- >S p ( K )  for the identification map.
Let g \  Hpr-ICHp(K))----> H p r- i ( S p ( K )  be a continuous map defined by
g- = l x l x - - -x l  (i-’-W old),
namely
(gy) ( A i ^ , ,v-i) = K y ( A i i , ,v_i)), y^Hpr-i(Hp(K))
It follows immediately that
(1.5) (i9€©/.>-0-
Le m m a  4. g f T l i , , =  g f  
= T. g g f
f o r  ^ = r —I.  
f o r  q < C r ~ l ,
Proof. The formula for I is obvious from Lemma 3 and (1.5). We
shall prove gfTl^^
For X we have
( / T r „  ( A , v _ , )
= ( T r „ ,v_, ,„) X ••• X (n ,  ^
^ ( A / l , • • • , i r - i , l )  X * * * X x{_Ai^ , • • • , i y - i  J i>-i)  X x (A -i^  , y i r ~ \  > ^)  
i f  (^ i , • • •, eV-i)  =  (^1, • • ^ r - i )  ,
, • • • , «V-i > o) X • • • X ji;(u42j ,^ • • •, ^V-I, i^-z) X  ^  ^ ^ - i )
i f  (^,, . . . ,  • • • ,  ^ . _ i ) .
Therefore it follows that
=  l ( ( m „ . : , k r - i X )  (A-,,...,,V-i))
=  o) X - • -X:»:(^,-,, . . . ,  ^ _ i))
= I ( (A )  (A-,,...,.V-x))
= (^A ) Q. E. D.
2) Let F  be a space on which a group F  operates. Then the orbit space 0(7", F )  over Y  
relative to F  is defined as a space obtained from  Y  by iden tify ing  each point y  ^ Y  w ith  
its  image ( y^ F ) ,
L e m m a  5. I f  g f { x ) ^ g f { x ' )  f o r  x ,  t h e n  x ' ^ a x  w i t h  a ^ p \ .
Proof. Since {gfx^^Ai^^  •••, v - i ,  o)>< ’ * * •••, v - i ,
and •••, v_i) it follows that
X ••• , ir-i ) , ••• , iy-if iy-^^ I? ' * * > I )  >
where n ^ n i i x ,  •••? ^V_i) is an integer mod p  depending on (fi, •••, ^V-i)*
Let a: be an element of the abelian group pr defined by
Ck^ ,
Then it follows that
Therefore x \Ai^^  ...  ^ (ax)(iAi^^ ...,/;,). and hence x' = ax.  Q. E. D.
Write ( § > p r ( ^ K )  for the orbit space 0 ( d ^ p r ( ^ K ) ,  ( § > p r ) ,  and consider the ideatification 
maps
(p: ^ p K K ) — ^ ( 3 p K K ) ,
<P: ^ p r ~ i ^ 3 p ( K ) ) ------
Then it follows from Lemma 4 that g f :  2 i p r ( ^ K )  —> ? ^ p r - i { S p ( K ) )  defines a continuous
map h :  ^ p r ( K ) - ---- > ^ p r - i ( S p C K ) ' )  such that
(1. 6) ( p g f = h ( p .
P r o p o s i t i o n  I .  h  i s  a n  o n t o - h o m e o m o r p h i s m .
Proof. Since g f  and cp are onto, it follows from (I. 6) easily that h is onto. We 
shall next prove that h is one-to-one. Since <p is onto, it is sufficient for this purpose 
to prove that if h(p{x')=^ h(p{_x '^) for x, x'  ^  H p r ( K ' )  then x ^ ^yx  with Under this
assumption, it follows from (1 . 6) that (pg/(X) = Cpgf(ix^). Therefore gf(^x') = ^ g f { x )  
with /3 € G p r - i .  Let where each I j  ^  S2g  ( q < ^ r — l ) .  Put ' ^ =  T j ^ T } ^
* * ^ Then it follows from Lemma 4 that gf(^x')=gf '0ix' ) .  Therefore Lemma 5 
implies that x' = a^x  with a  ^ pi. Put y = a^.  Since we obtain x ' ^ y x  (jf ^®pr).
Since h  is continuous and ® p r { K )  is compact, it follows that h  is an onto- 
homeomorphism. Q. E. D.
Define the iterated cyclic product 'Si{K){r=0,  I, • • O by
s ; ( i^ ) - ^ 3 ^ (3 r^ ( i^ ) ) ,  S i ( K ) = K .
We have
T h e o r e m  I . T h e  s p a c e  % p r ( K )  i s  h o m e o m o r p h i c  w i t h  t h e  i t e r a t e d  c y c l i c  p r o d u c t  
S i ( K ) .
P r o o f .  For r==0 the theorem is trivial. To establish the general case we proceed
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by induction. Assume that is homeomorphic with for every
K.  Then ( ^ p r is homeomorphic with Therefore it
follows from Proposition I that (§pr(K) is homeomorphic with 3p( K) ,  Q. E. D.
2. The orbit space
Let m be an integer, and let
«  =  2  a k - r p ’' ( f i < a i < p ' )
r=o
be the p-adic  expansion of m. Denote by TF(m) a set consisting of all pairs (r, j )  
of integers such that O ^ r ^ h ,  I ^ j ^ a n - r .  To each (r, j )  € W(m) ,  we shall associate 
a monotone map dj.: {I, 2, • • p'')---->{1, 2, • • •, defined by
Ol(S)== S  ah^gp^ +  i j - l ^ p ^ ' + s
g = r + i
and define a monomorphism O^ : ^ p r ----by
=O^a(S)  if I =  with
= t otherwise,
where a   ^ ^pr  and Write ^%pr for the image group Ol(%pr')  ^ where %pr is
the /J-Sylow subgroup of ^pr  mentioned in §1. If y)4= then =  for
a^^%pr,  P  ^ P^ . Therefore we may define a group C ©m by
TI m p r ,
i )  6 W W
the product of '^( p^r's as subgroups of is the direct product of ^®pr's, and hence
h
its order is the ( 2  ah~r(P''''^+P^~ -^^------h l))-th  power of p. This is the highest power
r = l
oi P in m !, so that is a j>-Sylow subgroup of .
We shall represent points of 36 (^K) as functions y  defined on {I, 2, • • •, m)  and 
take values in K.  The operation of on (K )  is written as follows:
To each Cr, j )   ^ W(m) ,  we shall associate two maps
U : ^pKK )  — > ae^(K) , yj-l: ---- > ^pr(K)
defined by
= a:(5) if  ^= O^ s, and = otherwise, 
m y )  Cs) = ^ y W s ) ,
where l ^ s ^ p ^ ,  x ^ ^ pr (K ) ,  y^'^yn(K) and h< is a base vertex of iT. I t is
obvious that for any a   ^ B^pr
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Ha =  (Aia)Ii,
= afi{ if {q, k) =  (r, j ) ,  and =  otherwise.
Therefore the maps and yield respectively maps $1: %pr(^K)---->%rn(K) and
\ ----> ® pr(K ). It follows immediately that
(2.1) iglSl =  identity map if (r, ; )  =  (^, k) ,
=  constant map if (r, y) (g, .
Define a map ----X X • •-X by
^ (2)  =  X • • • X 7y2o(^)) X X • • • X L i(2) )  X • • • X (^J(2) X • • • X .
It is easily seen that  ^ is an onto-homeomorphism. Therefore by Theorem I we have
T h e o r e m  V. The space is homeomorphic with the space 36«q(Sp(-K^ )) X
X- • •X ^ a ,(K y \
For ^>0 , let
; Z p )— ^ W (% p r {K ) ; Z^) ,
H^C^pK K ) ; Z p )— ^H%(§>^(K) ; Z^)
be the homomorphisms induced by and respectively. We have then by (2.1)
1 *^775* =  identity if (r, ; )  = { q ,k )  ,
= O if (r, •
Therefore, by the Kunneth relation, we have
C o r o l l a r y .  Assume that K  is (n —I) -connected and q<^2n. Then a set o f the 
homomorphisms iresp, (r, j )  € W (m ), provides a projective {resp. injective') 
representation o f  (%rA{K) ; Zp) as a direct sum.
Let
P : ^ao (S K K )) X ae.^csr^cK)) X. . . X ae.,(K) — > ( b m  
be the natural projection of (§>m(.K) onto ^rn (K ). Then we have 
T h e o r e m  2. The homomorphism
( ^ ^ ( K ) ;  Zp) -> x I , ^ ( 3 t K K ) ) x -  - - x I a , (K )  ; Zp)
induced by p is a monomorphism fo r  any q.
More generally we have
T h e o r e m  2-. Let ( A C  A )  subgroups o f  such that the index
3) Let be any ^-Sylow subgroup of By the well-known fact, and (3m are con­
jugate. Therefore the space (^ ^ (K )  and are homeomorphic. In general the follow­
ing holds : Let Y" be a space on which a group F  operates, and T', F "  be conjugate subgroups 
of r .  Then the orbit space 0 (Y ,  F ' )  and 0 (Y ,  F " )  are homeomorphic. In fact, if F "  ~aF'a~'^
with CC^  F , the map a : 0 ( Y ,  O ----^0 (F , F " )  induced by the transformation a : Y ----> Y
gives a homeomorphism.
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(7 2^ • -^i) o f  T l  in F 2 is prime to p. Then the homomorphism ,o* : i7^(0(36^(K ), /^2) ;
Zp)---- jPi) ; Zp) induced by the natural projection p is a monomorphism
for  any q.
Since is a j^?-Sylow subgroup of 1 the index '• is prime to p. 
Therefore Theorem 2' implies Theorem 2.
Proof  o f  Theorem 2\  As in the proof of Proposition I in [7], it is given by 
means of the special cohomology groups and the transfer homomorphism.
Let (y.yyi{K) ; Zpf^j  be the subgroup of the (alternative) cochain group ;
Zp) which consist of all cochains u such that Ju-=^ u for all T ^ F j  (7  ==1,2). Then 
{C^(^^(i^) \Zp)'^ , is a cochain complex, where ^ denotes the coboundary operator 
of the simplicial complex The cohomology group of this complex is denoted
by \ Zp) (the special cohomology group). Let i \ C^(lyn(,K) ; Zp ) ’^ 2 ---- >
C^(JmiK)  ; Zp)^i  be the inclusion, and t \C ^( l^ (^K)  ; Zp)'^i---- >C%^^(K)  ; Zp )~^2 the
transfer homomorphism (cf. p. 254 of [3]). We have then
ti(c) ^  ( A :  r , ) c ,  c^CK^mQK)  ; Z^) ^ 2 .
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The cochain maps i and t induce the homomorphisms / /^ (^ ^ (K )  ; Zp)-
we have
rriH ^(X ^(/C) ; Zp-) and t* : ; Zp) respectively, and
t*i* =  ( A  : A )  .
Since { F 2 ' -Fi) is prime to p, it follows that is an automorphism, and hence
is a monomorphism. Denote by cpj\ ^rn(K)---- >0{'^^ (K) ,  F j )  the natural projection
(y =  l , 2). Obviously (pj induces an isomorphism (pf\ H ^{0( I^ ( iK) ,  F j)  \ Z p ) ---- >
; Zp), and the commutativity i' (^p2 -=(pip^ holds. Consequently ,0* is a 
monomorphism. Q. E. D.
3. Prerequisites: notations, cohom ology of cyclic product
Let Z+ denote the set of all non-negative integers. We denote by Z+ the set 
consisting of all sequences
I =  (ii. i2,' "  J k '  , ( i k ^ Z ^ )
such that Zjfe=O for sufficiently large k. In Z^, we shall consider the following rela­
tion of order <  (lexicographic order from the left) ; For any two elements 
/-= (^ ’1 , hy "  ' y i k , ' • and J= ^j \ ,  / 2> * * * > ,  * * O of Z+, we write / < /  if and only if
h ~  jl  7 y ik ~  jk ) ' \ jk+l
for some k.
For any element I= (ii, 4 , 6 Z+, the length 1(1), the height h ( I )  and
the degree d( I )  are defined as follows:
/ ( / )  =  the least number of I such that O for all k ' ^ l , 
h{I )  =  number of the set {k | 4 =1=0} ,
k=i
An element (/i, 4 , • • • , ik, "  O ^ is called to be proper if ik =  ^ or I mod 
2{p — l )  for any k. A proper element (fi, iz, "  ' > h y ' ' is called to he admissible if 
ik'^pik+i  is satisfied for any For an admissible elem ent/, we have /? ( / ) = / ( / ) .
We say that an element (z’l, iz, • "  , i k , ' • is special if i k ^ l  for any k.
The elem.ent (0, 0, • • •, 0, • • •) € Z+ is denoted by 0 . This is a unique element 
such that the length is 0. O is admissible and special.
For each r  € , we define a subset Z l  C  Z+ by
Z r ^  {/€  Z - 1/(7) .
For any complex K, the Steenrod operations are homomorphisms
Sq" : Z O ---- > Z^) for p = 2,
( P ^ : H ^ K ; Z p ) ---- > ; Zp) for p > 2  .
We shall denote by
J:  H%K;  Z p ) — Zp)
the coboundary operation associated with the coefficient sequence O---- >Zp---- >Zp2---- >
Z p ---- >0 (the Bockstein homomorphism).
Let i--=2s(p — l )  +£, where s^Z+  and e==0 or I. Then, following H. Cartan [2], 
we put
St' =  Sg‘ ,
=  (P  ^ if £ =  0 , =  i(P" if e =  I
according as /> =  2 or P ^ 2, and we associate to each proper element I  =  ( / i , 4> * * % 
iky ’ ' ' )  a homomorphism
St ':  W( .K;  Zp) -> Zp)
defined by
With J. Adem [ I ] ,  we make the following convention on the binomial coefficient: 
For any integers i and j ,  we put
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if y > 0 .
= 1 if y =  0 , and =  O if / < 0 .
It should be noted that  ^ =  ( —1)-^ ' if 7 ^Z+. The definition implies directly
L e m m a  6 . 7 /  ^ 4 ^ 0  and / ^ 0 ,  then i ^ J .
The cohomology of the /?-fold cyclic product ( ^ )  of K  is studied by the 
author in his paper [ 6]. In the study, the homomorphisms
00*: ; Z ^ )---- > H K ^ p ^K)  , b^(i^) ; Z^) ,
(i^; Z^) , b ^ K )  ; Z^)
are fundamental. By using of these homomorphisms, we shall now define a homo­
morphism
(3.1) 0m : Zp) — ^  ; Z^)
for each as follow s:
= y w ( ( ~ O x i x  . . .  X l)  ,
0m(c) ( m > 0) ,
where Zp),  I denotes the unit class of Zp) and y * : (^Sp (K) ,
hp(K)  ; Zp) ; Zp) is the injection homomorphism. (^ i =  O is a direct
consequence of the definition of Ei.
Theorem (11. 4) In [ 6] yields
P r o p o s it i o n  2 . Let B he a basis o f  the vector space Zp). Then a set
0(B)  = {§m(h) I h ^ B ,  0 ^ m ^ ( / ; - l ) d i m & ,  m ^ l )
o f  elements o f  the vector space H'^{'^p{K) ; Zp) is independent. I f  K  is ( n ~ l ) -  
connected and q<C2n, then a base f o r  the vector space H ^ ( S p iK )  ; Zp) can be formed  
by a set 0{B)  | dim c ^ q \ .
Theorems (11.6) and (11.7) in [ 6] give
P r o p o s i t i o n  3. L e t  m ,  s  ^  Z ^  a n d  m  =  2 t ^ - y j  w i t h  t ^ Z ^ - ,  =  ^  o r  I .  T h e n  i t  h o l d s
that
= S  (“ t M  f o r  P = 2,
y-0 \  J  /
=  2  (P*'-" f o r  p > 2  ,
j = 0  \  J  I
4. Cohomology of iterated cyclic products of spheres
Let denote an /^-sphere ( ^ ^ 1 ) ,  and e^ be a fixed generator of Zp).
Let r ^ Z + ,  and m2 , mk, • • •) be an element of Z r . Then we shall as­
sociate to M  an element [M ]r  = [mi, • "  , mr']^ ; Zp) defined as the
image of e'  ^ by the composite homomorphism
0my 0my~-l
Zp) ---- -> ; Z p ) ------- > ; Z p ) -----•
0m,
-— ■> . 2 p )  ,
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It is clear that dim for any M  ^  Z l ,  and that
(4 .1 ) , • • •, Wy] =  [m i, «2 , • • • , my] , =  [ m j  .
It follows from the fact ®i =  0 that [M ]y  =  0 unless M  € ZJ is special.
From Proposition 2 we have immediately
P ro p o s it io n  4. Put =  {\ M \  I M ^ Z l ,  M\ special). I f  q<in, a basis fo r  
the vector space ; Zp) can be formed by a set {c \ dim c =  n +q ).
Especially ; ^ p )  is generated by the element [0 ]^ .
Throughout this section we assume that 'every cohomology class has dimension 
less than 2n.
The following proposition can be proved from Proposition 3 and (4.1) by induc­
tion on r. The proof is straightforward.
P ro p o s it io n  5. We have in ^ p )  the formulas'.
(4. 2) Sq*[m i, , • • •, m^]
=  +  +  ior p =  2,
(P*[mi, n i2 , - - - , my]
- ¥ ■ ■ ■ (''? ;■ “) .
m2+252(^—I )  , • • •, m r+ 2 s r (p ~ l ) ' }  for p '^ 2  ,
where S=(s^, S2 , • • •, Sr, 0, 0, • ••)  ^Z l ,  d{S) = 5, and we put mk=2tk +  y}k with tk^Z^-, 
T^k =  O or I.
(4. 3) , m 2 , - - ,mr~]
=  i ] ( - l ) ^ i + - - + ^ ^ - i ( l  +  ( - l )^ ^ )/ 2 [m i, - - - ,  m ;,+l, m .].
Let M  ^  Z l ,  and let I ^ Z +  be proper. Then it follows from Propositions 4 and 5 
that S t ^ [ ^ M has a unique representation:
S ;^ [M ]y  =  S  «AT[JV]y («iV € Zp)  ,
N
where N i s  extended over all special elements of Z l  with d (N )  ^ d ( M ) + d ( I ) .  If 
in this expression, we write
LN-]r C  S t 'm i r  .
Lemma 7. Let M, N ^ Z l  and i =  0 or I  mod 2 { p - l ) .  Then i f
i p - l ) d ( M ) < i ,  * > 0 ,  [iV ]y  C= S<*[M]y ,
we have
h i N ) ^ h { M ) + l .
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Proof. S incetheresu ltfo r p = 2 are proved similarly, as an illustration we write 
the proof for i>>2. Let i=2s{p — V) e =  0 or I ) .
Case I :  £ = 0. Let m2, • • •, • * * > Then, by
Proposition 5, we may assume that
fik =  mk +2 sk ip - l ' )  (^ =  I, 2 , • • •) ,
S =  (5i, s 2 , - - , s k r " ) ^ z r ,  J (S ) =  5 .
Put h ~  h(M )  , and let for k = ai ,  az, • • •, a:/?. The proposition is clear for
h = 0, and hence we may assume / z > 0.
Since n k ^ n i k  for any k, we have h { N ) ' ^ h { M ) .  Assume now H(N)=H( M) .  
Then we have fik=0 for k ^ a i ,  a 2 , • • •, cXh, and hence =  0 for k^-a^ ,  0 2^, • • 
Therefore if we put mk=^2tk+y}k (k = l,  2, • • •)> it follows from (4.2) and the assump­
tion that
I \ 0^!'2 I I
Since I for k = l, 2, ••• ,h, it follows from Lemma 6 that
— (^ =  I ,  2, • •» , ^) ,
and hence 
Therefore we have
d i M )  =  2 ]w *fe> 2 l]5*^  =  25.
k=l k=i
and so (p  — l ) d ( M ) y > 2 s ( p —l ) = i ,  which contradicts with our assumption. Thus 
h ( N ) ; > h ( M ) + i .
Case 2 : e =  l .  Let f =  l .  Then M=O,  and hence the lemma is clear by (4 .3). 
Therefore we shall assume f > l .
The assumption ( p - l ) d ( M ) ^ i  = 2s(p — l)- \ -l  implies (p  — l ) d ( M ) ^ 2 s ( p  — l ) .  
And, since /> 1 ,  we have 2^(^ —1 ) > 0 .
Since [,N^r C  [M ]^, there exists an element L ^ Z l  such that
(4. 4) CL]. C S f  [M ] . ,
(4. 5) [JV]. C AlL]r .
Since ( p  — l ) d ( M ) ^ 2 s ( p  — l )  and 25(/? —1 ) ^ 0 ,  it follows from (4.4) and the fact 
just proved above that
h ( L ) ' ^ h ( M ) + l .
It follows from (4. 3) and (4. 5) that
h ( N ) ^ h ( L ) .
Therefore we have h ( N ) ' ^ h ( M ) +1, Q. E. D,
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P r o p o s i t i o n  6 . Let I  ^  be admissible, and let
C S / [ 0 ] .  { N ^ Z D .
Then we have
h { N Y ^ M l )  -  K I ) .
Proof. The proof is by induction on / ( / ) .  If / ( / )  =  0 the proposition is trivial. 
Therefore we assume the proposition for I  with I, and shall prove it for I
with / ( / ) = / > 0.
Let / = ( / 1, 4 , •••,  ik, • • •) and put /  = (4 , /3, /* ,*••)• Then we have 
[iV]^ C  St^^St^'\_0~\r. Therefore there is an element M ^ Z +  such that
(4.6)
(4. 7) [iV ], C  S t \ M 2 r  .
Since I '  ^ Z"  ^ is admissible and / ( / ')  =  / —!, it follows from (4.6) and the hypothesis 
of induction that
(4 .8) h ( M ) ^ h ( r )  -  / - I  ,
Since I  is admissible, we have by the definition
^ =  I , 2, • • • .
Adding these inequalities, we have
f l ^ ( ^ - l ) ( 4  + f 3 + “ 0 =  ( p - - i ) d ( 0 ^
Since / ( / ) > 0 ,  we have / i> 0 .  Therefore, by Lemma 7, it follows from (4.7) that
(4.9) h i N ) > h ( M ) + l .
Together (4 .8) with (4 .9), we obtain H ( N ) ^ l  =h(I ) .  Q. E. D.
A direct consequence of Propositions 5 and 8, we have
T h e o r e m  3. Let I ^ Z'^ be admissible and / ? ( / ) >  r. Then it holds that
S t"[0 ], = O in H K S i i S ' ’) ; Zp) .
Denote by ( l ^ f < r )  the permutation which interchanges i and / +  I, and
leaves fixed all the other letters. It is well known that is generated h y  a z ,  y 
with the defining relations:
al  = txl = ^  =  I ,  (a ia jY  =  1 if ? +  ! < _ ; ,
(atat+iY = I
(See Dickson; Linear grotips p. 287). Therefore it follows that if we define
a ,[m i, • • • , « / ,  m,+i, • • •, = ( - l ) ' ”;'^!+! [m i, • • •, w,+i, »«,■,•••, w j
(? =  1, 2 , - , r - Y ) ,
then becomes an operator group on a vector space HfCSpiS")  ; Zp) generated by
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the set (see Proposition 4). Let c  ^ (S i  (.S"") ; Zp). If ac =  c for any 
we call that c is symmetric.
P r o p o s it io n  7. I f  c  ^ ; Zp) is symmetric, then so is St^c fo r  any
proper I  € Z+. Especially St^[0]^ is symmetric.
Proof. By straightforward calculation, it follows from Proposition 5 that ai 6 
commutes with Sq ,^ (P  ^and A (i.e. Sq^[M],=Sq^<a^/[M], etc). Therefore we have 
Sq  ^=  Sq^a:, a(P^=(P^a and a A=Aa  for any 6©^. This proves the proposition.
Q. E. D.
Lem m a 8. Let M =  (m^, m 2 , • — , mk ,  • • •)> N =  (n^, nz, • • •, Uk,  • " )   ^Z\, and i^=0 
or I  mod 2 (p  — l ) .  Assume now C  Then, f o r  q such that w ^>0 , we
have nq<ipmq.
Proof. Since the proof for p =  2 is similar, we write only the proof for p ^ 2 .  
Put i =  2s(p — l )  +  e (s ^ Z + ,  £ =  0 or I ) .
Case I  : £ =  0. We may assume that —I ) ,  S =  (si, S2 , • — , Sk, •—)
^ Z l ,  d {S )=s .  Put mk=-2tk^rik (tk^Z^-, 7]k =  0 or I ) .  Then it follows from Pro­
position 5 and the assumption that
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: O mod P .
Especially ( )h=0. Since m^>0, we have tq +  7]q — 1 ^ 0 .  Therefore it follows
from Lemma 6 that tq-\-yjq—l ^ S g .  From this, we have mq — 2Sq =  2tq-\-rtq — 2sq'^2 
-yjq'yO. Hence pm q-r iq=  (m q-nq ) =  { p - l ) m q - 2 S q { p - V )  =  { p - 1 )  (niq~
25^) > 0 . Namely we have pniq'^nq.
Case 2: e =  l. The lemma follows easily from the result for e =  0 and (4.3).
Q. E. D.
P r o p o s it io n  8. L e t I ^ Z l  he admissible, and N ^  Z l .  Then if\_N~\r C  St^[0]^, 
we have N ^ I .  Furthermore [7 ], C  St^[0];..
P r o o We write only the proof for p '^2 .  The proof for p =  2 is similar.
Since the statement is trivial if I ( I ) = O ,  we proceed by induction on 1(1). 
Assuming the statement for I  with I ( I )  =1—1, we shall prove it for I  with 
l ( I ) = l > l .
Let 7 = (f i ,  2^, • • •, ik, • • •)» and put r = ( i z ,  is, * • *, ik, • * *)• Then if [AT], C  St^[0]^, 
there exists an element M ^ Z l  such that
(4.10) [M ]  C S t^tO ], ,
(4.11) CA^], C St^'^M],.
4) I am indebted to my colleagues Mizuno and Toda for the improvement of this proof.
Since I' is admissible and / ( / ) = / —!, it follows from (4.10) and the hypothesis of 
induction that M ^ I ' .  Let M = (mi, ntz, - — , nik, • • •) and N= nur ' •)•
Case I :  > 0 .  It follows from LemmaS and (4.11) that fii<ipmi. Since 
M ^ I \  we have ^ i  ^  4- Therefore we obtain
fii <  pfHi ^  pi2 ^  i i .
Thus we have N<^I.
Case 2; ^ i  = O. It follows from Proposition 7 and (4.10) that
[ « 2 , W3 , • • •, Wy, 0] = [m2 , m3 , • • •, My, mi] C St^ '[0]y.
Therefore, by the hypothesis of induction, we have
(m2, m3, • • •, my, 0, 0, • • •) ^  '^ =  (4 . h, •••) ■
It follows from (4.11) and Proposition 5 that
N  («1, W2, «3, • • O ^  (mi +  e'i, m2, W3, • • ■) =  (z'l, »?2, m3, • • •) .
Therefore we obtain
N ^  (fi, m3, - - O ^  • • •) ^
This completes the proof of the first part.
Assume that [ /]^  C St*^[M]^ with \ M \  C St^'[0]^. Then it follows from the
above argument that M =  (0, 4 > > * * *) • Thus, by the hypothesis of induction and Pro­
positions 5 and 8, we have the second part. Q. E. D. 
As a direct consequence of Propositions 4 and 9, we obtain
T h e o r e m  4. A  set o f  elements St^[0]^6 i7''+^(35(S'") ; Zp) is linearly indepen­
dent, where I^Z +  is extended over all admissible and special elements such that 
d{I)=q<Cn and K I)  ^ r .
5. Proof of main theorem
A point of the m-fold symmetric product ^ ^ ( K )  is represented by an unordered 
set {ti, t z r  "  , tm} with tj for ; -=1, 2, • • •, Let he a fixed vertex. For 
any integers m, n with m ^ n ,  define a map ^m ( .K )---- > ^ n (K )  by
Cm,n{ti, t 2 r " J m }  = { t i , t 2 , - ' ,  t,n, .
Obviously maps 0^(iT ) into ^ n ( K)  homeomorphically. The inductive limit of 
the sequence
1^,2 m^,m-l-i
F = © i ( K )  ©2 W  ---- ^ -------- > ^m(K) - -------.
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is called the infinite symmetric product of K, and is denoted by 0oo(i^). 
The following theorem was established in [7] by the author.
T h e o r e m  5. Let then the injection homomorphism
is an epimorphism f o r  any q.
From this, we have
T h e o r e m  6. Let  ------> 0 c o ( i^ )  he the inclusion map, then the injection
homomorphism
i l :  ; Zp) ; Z^)
is an epimorphism f o r  any q.
Proof  It follows from Theorem 5 that the homomorphism of homology
; Z p ) — > ; Z^)
is a monomorphism for any n > m .  Let a ^ ; Zp) be an element such
that and c a cocycle mod p  in €>jn(K) representing a. Then c is a bound­
ing cycle in ^ n ( K )  for sufficiently large n. Therefore we have :myn:^(^) =0,  and 
hence <2 =  0 by the fact above-mentioned. Thus it follows that the homomorphism of 
homology
; Z ^ ) ----- > ; Z ^)
is a monomorphism. From this we have immediately Theorem 6. Q. E. D.
The following theorem was established by A.Dold-R.Thom [4] and others.
T h e o r e m  7. ©oo(5'*) is an Eilenberg-MacLane complex K{Z,  n) {i.e. the homo- 
topy group 7r^(©oo(S^)) ^ Z  for  i = n, and =O fo r  i ^ n ) ,  where Z  denotes the addi­
tive group o f  integers.
The mod p  cohomology group H"^{Z, n ; Zp) of KiZ,  n) was calculated by H. 
Cartan [2 ] (See also J-P. Serre [9] for p=^2) \
T h e o r e m  8. Denote by Uq a fixed generator o f  H^ ^CZ, n; Zp) ^ Z p ,  Then i f  
q<^n the vector space n; Zp) has a base formed by elements St^ Wo, where
I ^ Z +  is extended over all admissible and special elements with d{ I ) =q .
We have
P r o p o s it i o n  1 0 . Put then ; Zp) is a cyclic group o f
order p whose generator is I f  m=^p"' then p^ VQ^ yyi = a \ 0 \  with a ^ O  m odp,
where ,o* is the homomorphism in Theorem 2.
Proof.  It is known [5, 7] that ; Zp) has a subgroup isomorphic
with \ Z p ) ^ Z p . Therefore the first part of PropositionlO  follows from
Theorems 6 and 7. The second part follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 4.
Q. E. D.
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We shall now prove
M a i n  T h e o r e m . Let and q<^n. Then the vector space
(S^) ; Zp) has a base formed by elements where I ^ Z +  is extended over all
admissible and special elements with d ( I ) = q  and l { I ) ^ h .
Proof. It follows from Theoreras 6, 7 and 8 using the naturality of St^ that the 
vector space ; Zp) is generated by elements S t ^ t ^ o , where I ^ Z +  is
extended over all admissible and special elemeits with d ( I ) = q .  Therefore, for the 
proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to prove the following (A) and (B).
(A) If I  is an admissible element with I ( I ) ' ^ h ,  then St^2;o,m =  0.
(B) If S  St^ * m ^  O (a i^Zp )  for admissible and special elements Ii with
I
d (Ii) =Q and I ( I i ) ^ h ,  then we have ^, = 0.
. [I'
For a proof of (A), let m = ^ ah -r P^  (^o4=0) be the ^-adic expansion of m, and con-
r=0
sider the diagram
; ^ / .)  ^  ii" ^ -" (@ ^ (S " ) ; Z ^ )
.0* p*
; Z p )  <------ //-> -< ^ (© ^ (5 " ) ; Z ^ ) ,
where .o* and are the homomorphisms mentioned in §2. It follows from defini­
tions that the commutativity holds in this diagram. Therefore we have
|^^*.0*St^Z;o,m = p^^St^Vo^pr,
Since r ^h <C l( . I ) ,  Proposition 10 and Theorem 3 imply that . o ^ S t ^ z ^ o , 0 | ^^0.  
Namely we have
O for every (r, j )  6 W(m)  .
Thus it follows from Corollary of Theorem V  that p*St^z;o,m = 0. By Theorem 2, we 
have St^z^o,m^O- This completes the proof of (A).
From the assumption of (B), we have = St^'z;o,m) = 0.
Therefore we obtain by Proposition 10 that Then Theorem 4 implies
that <2  ^=  0 for each f, and we have (B). Q. E. D.
Together with Proposition 7, we have
C o r o l l a r y  I .  I f  q<^n, the image o f  ^ ph{S^)' \ Zp) by the monomorphism 
.o* is contained in the subspace o f  (3pkS^) ; Zp) formed by all the symmetric 
elements.
We have also
C o r o l l a r y  2. I f  and q<^n, then the homomorphism t%h^ ni'-
(0;^(S'*) ; Z p ) ---- > IF'-'^'^if^ph^S'^) ; Zp) is an isomorphism.
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